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Roadmap 
1. Problems and Opportunities 
2. Framing the solution 
3. To do’s 
4. Strategy chat 



Framing the Problem 



The Problem-Transit Driven Displacement 



The Problem-Magnitude   

Property values anywhere from 3-90% 

Rents up from 42-150% 

Population shrink of up to 12% of original residents 

Cost of Food and Childcare, critical services 

Foreclosures and mortgage defaults 



The Problem - Magnitude 



Framing the Solution  



Neighborhood Stabilization Packages 

Lower the cost of a critical service; 

Mitigate for negative halo effects;

Create opportunities to thrive.



Packages Framework: Trinity of Success 
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Leverage 
Cost Overall cost of the strategy
Reach Number of people it reaches 10s, 100s,1,000s
Frequency # of times the resident have to access the intervention
Duration of Impact How permanent the solution is
Immediacy of Impact How quickly the resident gets to access the assistance
Feasibility Current capacity and ability
Funding Scalability Cost to serve people over time, renewability of funding
Negative Halo Effect Additional disparate impact that must be mitigated



Leverage - Composite Score  



Neighborhood Nuance- The NSST



Neighborhood Nuance -Vulnerability 
If we do: If you announce the transit infrastructure, 
Then we will affect: speculation will begin, 
Because: because speculators are at the ready with resources 
(cash and time), 
If we create these outcomes, then we can expect to have the 
following impact on one or more key dynamics: land near transit 
lines will be bought up or converted into higher revenue yielding 
developments, formal and informal evictions will rise, and rent will go 
up near the proposed line
Because: for profit landlords prefer higher profit yielding tenants and 
have many tenants to choose from in a high vacancy market 
residents have a disadvantage on adaptability
If we have these outcomes and dynamic impacts, then we can 
expect to see these desired second and third order impacts in 
other places in the system: If we address neighborhood specific 
vulnerabilities-evitions, services for families, access to income 
generation; while fortifying resilience citywide, we can create 
opportunities to thrive. 
Because…we will have shored up adaptability.
If we have these dynamic impacts and ripple effects, then we 
can expect to see these fundamental changes in the 
system...Residents will be able to choose to stay and realize the 
benefits of transit investments.

Eviction Filings:  106 Gentrifying Stage: Early Type 2 
Renter HH w/children: 251 Renters: 52% 

Renters with <75k spending   >30% 
of income on housing: 375   



Neighborhood Nuance 

City Wide Strategies 
Land set asides (multiple types) 
Affordable unit development 
Landlord Anti-harassment Protections

Neighborhood Specific Strategies
Rental assistance for families 

Eviction Filings:  106 Gentrifying Stage: Early Type 2 

Renter HH w/children: 251 Renters: 52% 

Renters with <75k spending >30% of 
income on housing: 375   



Neighborhood Nuance 



Package
City Wide Strategies 

Share of City-Wide 
Strategies 

Neighborhood Specific Strategies 

A combination of policies and services 
informed by Leverage Score and whether they 
are preventative or responsive, and expected 
magnitude of negative multipliers. 

A neighborhood thumb print & share of city 
wide strategies informed by neighborhood 
nuance and neighborhood vulnerability score, 
and expected magnitude of negative 
multipliers.  

Cost Estimate for Neighborhood Package 

Neighborhood specific strategies informed by 
thumbprint, leverage analysis, and expected 
magnitude of negative multipliers. 

(Also available- timeline for implementation and 
detailed cost per strategy.)



To Do’s  



Next Five Steps 

1. Create a vulnerability score to help assign volume of a city- 
wide strategy to a specific neighborhood (for services, not 
policies) 

2. Cost out city-wide strategies (services and policies)  
3. Cost out neighborhood specific strategies by neighborhood 

across the two transit lines 
4. Assist with ballot language/other materials 
5. Refine LGC-accelerator capacity framework (and cost 

structure) to serve new and resident informed capacities that 
will need to be simulated in real time.



Strategy Chat  



Strategy Chat 

● Timeline?
● What other context do we need in order to be even 

more helpful?
○ Budget?
○ Other constraints and pressures?
○ Mousetraps?


